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Renault is a French automaker founded at the very end of the 19th century in by three brothers:
Louis, Marcel and Fernand. The company steadily grew and gained a reputation as an
innovative automaker, building everything from small city cars to trucks, tractors and even
farming equipment at one point. It has over a dozen manufacturing facilities in France and twice
as many scattered around the world. Over the past two decades, Renault, whose logo is a
diamond or rhombus , has made a name for itself by making cars that are not only safe, but also
striking to look at and well-engineered, if a bit cheap feeling in places. Now, the manufacturer is
changing its image yet again, as it has presented increasingly sober and Germanic designs that
are far more subdued than what it was doing previously - perceived quality in its very latest
offerings is very good, and it is definitely higher ranked in this respect compared to the
style-over-substance days of the Vel Satis and Avantime the mids. The Renault 5 Prototype is a
concept car that the French automaker unveiled during the presentation of its "Renaulution"
strategic plan in January A modern tribute to the iconic Renault 5 produced from to , the
Renault 5 Prototype previews a production model that will arrive by What makes the Renault 5
Prototype special and how much of it will go into production? Rumors claiming that Renault will
turn Alpine into an all-electric brand have been confirmed today. The French automaker
announced that the marque most famous for the A sports will focus on EV vehicles for the
future. Renault also released a teaser image that previews three upcoming Alpine models, a
small hatchback, a compact crossover, and a brand-new sports car. All are connected to
charging stations, so all three will feature battery-powered electric motors. But the French also
announced that the sports car will be co-developed with Lotus. But in pursuing said ambitions,
only a select few companies managed to overcome any difficulties and deliver amazing car.
Take Renault, for example. So it had to work with what it had, in this case the humble Renault 5,
which through massive modding gave the raucous Renault R5 Turbo. Germany is setting a new
standard when it comes to encouraging people into cleaner cars and the distribution of EV
grant money. The Morphoz is, essentially, a vehicle that can transform based on range need,
from a shorter, city car to a longer travel car. It sounds like the Morphoz will be a city car by
default and would require you to stop by a station and swap to a larger battery if you plan to
take a longer trip. The batteries, whether in the car or not, will be used to power infrastructure
when not in use. The coming of such a revamped model is backed up by a set of photos sent it
by our spy photographers, who caught the French hot hatch completely free of camouflage
during what looks a lot like a pre-production test run. The cockpit, however, does leave some
room for improvement especially in the technology and material quality areas. Powered by a 1.
Trophy-R is, hands down, the most hardcore Megane ever created. It features unique styling
outside like the new hood, body wrap, and red accenting but also has a few interior upgrades as
well, sans the requirement that you stick with the smaller infotainment screen. More
importantly, Renault managed to shed some kilo off the weight of the standard Megane R.
Trophy-R that much attention, we decided to make it our wallpaper of the day. Renault radically
changed the formula for its third-generation Twingo city runabout. The first- and second-gen
Twingos were front-engined, front-wheel drive, three-door cars and the second one even had a
proper hot hatch variant. For its third generation, though, Renault completely changed things
around, making the Twingo a rear-engined, rear-wheel drive, five-door model. Further
differentiating it from its predecessors was its design. Whereas the two previous Twingo
incarnations were styled to look as modern and fresh as possible, the current Twingo has a
retro-inspired look that owes everything to the iconic Renault 5. One of the engines available for
the Twingo also gets a power boost courtesy of the facelift and some extra tech has been added
too. Renault has been selling the current Megane unchanged since the current generation was
launched back in Then, it attracted a lot of attention with its bold LED daytime running lights,
wrap-around rear light clusters that almost created a full-width light bar and upmarket-feeling
interior with its large portrait-style touchscreen infotainment screen. Now, the manufacturer has
brought the Megane in for its midlife makeover, in order to keep it looking fresh and to bring its
look in line with that of newer models in the range like the all-new generation Clio subcompact.
Hybrid and plug-in hybrid powertrains will be offered for the first time, as Renault continues the
quest to electrify as much of its range as possible - this was to be expected, though, since the
new Clio can also be had as a hybrid, so electrifying the Megane was a logical next step. The
Renault Megane R. Trophy-R is about as close as it gets to being the cap stone for the
front-wheel drive hot hatch pyramid. It is the most extreme version of the current Megane
RenaultSport and it makes the regular model look tame and watered down by comparison. It is
the even more extreme version of the Megane R. The Trophy already has plenty of go-faster
mods, such as a standard Torsen limited-slop differential, a stiffer suspension setup complete
with trick dampers that feature a hydraulic bumptstop, as well as bigger brakes and extra power
extracted out of its 1. The Trophy-R takes things a step further: most of its performance gain

comes from the weight shedding of kilograms pounds and some enhanced aero. Renault
engineers also removed the 4Control four-wheel steering system not only to make the car
lighter, but to also give it a more consistent feel when driven quickly around a track. Only
examples will be made, all with a manual six-speed gearbox, stripped out interior with a deleted
back seat and unique graphics. The Renault Megane has a rich history and purists love this car
for its performance-oriented drivetrain and that it can be chucked around corners with ease. The
latest iteration is the Megane R. This little pocket-rocket recently added a badge to its accolades
by becoming the fastest ever front-wheel-drive production car to have lapped the Mecca of
circuits - the Nurburgring - in 7 minutes and For your information, this is a limited-edition car
and only of the same will be produced. Need we say anything more? Renault makes plenty of
affordable cars, but the most affordable one it sells under its own brand is the Renault Kwid, a
pint-sized, entry-level crossover designed in India and sold in Asia and Latin America. It shares
its 1. Renault sold around 2. In Europe, its most popular model is the Clio hatchback which
averages around , units sold per year, followed by the mechanically-related but taller Captur
crossover with , annual sales. It is a hardcore, limited series special edition model only units
will be made globally that just takes the standard Megane R. Its 1. They are very common in all
European countries and part of their popularity stems from the fact that they are affordable to
buy and relatively affordable to repair when they go wrong. The most frequent problems
reported by owners are of an electrical nature and the most reliable car in its current lineup is
the Twingo city car basically the same car as the latest Smart ForFour. Renault details plans
about its future EVs with the eVision prototype. Is having a pretty city car face enough to make
the Twingo a success? The Renault Clio is completely re-engineered and it comes with hybrid
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Automotive journalist job. The first generation was largely based on its predecessor, the 19, and
utilized modified versions of that car's drivetrain and chassis. Development of the X64 began at
the beginning of , with the first sketches of X64 programme being drawn during the first six
months of The designs retained were developed around four themes. Theme A: a six light
version, evoking the Laguna; Theme B: a model with a markedly cuneiform line; Theme C:
another design with ellipse shaped glasswork and rear notch; Theme D: a model with the same
elliptical glazing and rounded rear. In March , all four styling proposals were developed into full
scale The first prototypes were built and presented to management in December Approximately
prototypes were built at Rueil assembly and destroyed during development. In June , Renault
purchased production tooling for the X64, with the first test unit being assembled at the Douai
plant in October , and pre production units being constructed from December to the middle of
The car was essentially a reskin of its predecessor, and carried over the 19's floorpan, engines,
transmissions and chassis design, albeit with much modification. Sales in the United Kingdom
commenced in April It featured a pillar mounted three-point seatbelt for the middle rear
occupant replacing the common 'lap strap' , standard front belt pre tensioners and load limiters,
driver's airbag passenger airbag from and an impressive [ according to whom? The car also
benefited from Renault's first "System for Restraint and Protection" SRP , essentially a system
of careful optimisation of occupant restraint by interaction of the seat, seatbelt, pretensioner,
load limiter and airbag. Power came from the Renault E type "Energy" engine in 1. Renault also
produced a limited number of Renaultsport edition Phase 1's with the Renaultsport bodywork;
however, these were very rare. The Renaultsport kit was available to purchase for a short time
direct from Renault France, but has now been discontinued, thus their value has increased. It
was added with the facelift of In Japan, Renault was formerly licensed by Yanase Co. An Estate
body style was also launched in mainland Europe with the facelift. It features as the top line of
the model the LA04 engine 16 valves, 1. It is a car with more advanced safety features, upgraded
equipment and more. In Venezuela, it was only available in one version: Unique, with a five
speed manual gearbox or a four speed automatic one. Both of these were equipped with Abs
and other extra equipment including driver and passenger front airbags, foglights, leather seats,

electric mirrors and electric windows. In Argentina, not every version had features such as
electric windows, electric mirrors or airbags. This was the Clio Williams Maxi , which was the
first car truly developed for the F2 Kit Car category, and first appeared in After the works
programme was discontinued, many privateers continued to use the car. In other high level
competitions, Renault took back to back manufacturer's and driver's titles in the British Rally
Championship in and , [7] [8] whilst they also took the European Rally Championship in The two
cars bear very little resemblance, the new vehicle having been inspired by the manufacturer's
new design language first seen in the Avantime. Similarly, the option of a panoramic glass
sunroof is another area in which Renault led where others followed. In Brazil, Renault launched
a flex fuel version, called "Hi-Flex", which is able to run either with unleaded gasoline petrol or
ethanol. Along with the engine, changes were made to the front and rear suspension geometry
to improve handling , and the model features a deeper, wider front bumper. The model was
revised in January , with changes in interior trim, specification levels and most notably, a new
front nose. In , however, it dipped to eighth place, with just over 55, examples being sold. The
third generation was launched in the end of , to keep the range competitive. No automatic
transmission is offered, with it being replaced by a continuously variable transmission. A five
door estate version was introduced in June , and was named the Sport Tourer. The suspension
is made of MacPherson struts on the front and a torsion beam on the rear. Brakes are discs on
both axles. The driver can select between five driving modes that change the car set up.
Options include adaptive cruise control, automated emergency braking, lane departure warning,
speed limit warning, blind spot monitoring, automatic headlights, reversing camera, parking
sensors and a hands free parking system. Speaking about the car, Renault's chief designer
Laurens van den Acker said, "Renault can produce cars with a Latin skin and a German heart".
As standard, it incorporates a four-wheel steering system 4Control and dual-clutch automatic
gearbox with optional paddle shifting. It also has a slightly different design for the interior and
the exterior. It has more space for the back seat passengers than the hatchback and a larger
boot , with a theoretical volume of decimetres. Depending on the market, there are two petrol
engines and three diesel engines offered, with power outputs ranging from 90 to bhp. Only the
mid range engine is suitable to be matched with the dual clutch six speed transmission. The
production version will be presented this year and will enter production in late The car uses a
low-profile 60 kWh battery that is compatible with fast-charging rates of up to kW. After buying
the car, owners will subscribe to a battery replacement and charging plan based on their
anticipated mileage. Recharging was to be done at one of , spots that Project Better Place was
to build and maintain; however, a new alternative will need to be sought, due to the filing of
bankruptcy on 26 May by Project Better Place. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car
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Twizy. The next generation Renault Megane, to be launched as an electric SUV designed from
the ground-up, could have a high-performance variant with an Alpine badge and around
horsepower, says a speculative report auto-moto. The French publication says that the top-end

battery pack in the Renault Megane EV could be of a lower capacity below 90 kWh , for space
and weight considerations. However, the top-end should be a dual-motor configuration
producing around hp. It expects the most performance-focused configuration to be an Alpine
variant. Thanks to the support for a fast charger with kW charging power, it will likely be
possible to achieve a range of approximately km or miles WLTP in just half an hour at a DC
charging station. Chunky proportions and compact dimensions does the job of making it very
attractive, and add slim technical lights to the front and rear, a clean closed-off front panel and
sporty bumpers to the mix, and you get a realistic future small electric SUV unmistakably from
the diamond logo brand. At 4, mm As a model designed as an EV from the ground up, it benefits
from a long wheelbase of 2, mm Except for some four switches on the side of the steering
wheel, no physical controls are to be found on the panel. Even on the center console, it looks
like there are less than ten physical switches. The AC vent on the driver side, a giant virtual
instrument cluster and a larger-than-life central display are seamlessly integrated into a single
wraparound L-shaped panel inspired by the Renault Symbioz concept. The remaining width of
the dashboard is covered by sleek horizontal air vents. The floor console is covered with glossy
panels and has been designed very elegantly. Except for the odd steering wheel, the interior
looks quite stunning and this is an area where Renault Design has been struggling for years,
and if this rendering is anything close to reality, the perception of the Renault brand would
greatly improve. Update: Expect LFP technology to power the Renault 4 and its price at the level
of a petrol-engined vehicle in its segment. The Renault Kadjar has made its spy photo debut this
week. The next-gen Renault Kadjar breaks cover early next year. Home Featured News. Pictured
is the Renault Megane eVision concept. Interior The Renault Megane EV is expected to feature a
highly digital interior as compared to current Renault models. Video Source: youtube. Related
Posts. With new and 1, used Renault Megane cars available on Auto Trader, we have the largest
range of cars for sale across the UK. Find out how much the Renault Megane new and used cars
sell for on Auto Trader. Most popular trims on Auto Trader. Renault reckons the Megane has
what it takes to upstage swanky German hatchbacks. We reckon the likes of the Hyundai i30
and Seat Leon are more realistic. One of the most eagerly awaited hot hatches will be revealed
later this year, and it will have some innovative technology to try and take it to the top. With the
addition of a new hybrid version the Renault Megane Sport Tourer is equipped to compete with
similar electrified estates like the Kia Ceed Sportswagon. Renault Meganes offer a top speed
range between mph and mph, depending on the version. According to the official figures, the
Renault Megane's fuel economy ranges between 45mpg and mpg. Learn more about car tax
bands. Renault Megane. Is the Renault Megane a good car? How we rated this car out of 5 on
the following. Renault Megane interior Space, materials, boot size and comfort. Renault Megane
performance Power, handling, fuel and range. Renault Megane how good does it look. Renault
Megane practicality. Renault Megane drive. Renault Megane reliability. Renault Megane
equipment. Our expert review See what our expert review team say about this car. Only the
most basic model misses out on a touch-screen infotainment system. Lower-end versions get
the same 7. There are some genuinely impressive materials on display in some places, but in
quite a few others, you find harder, shinier plastics that damage the overall feeling of quality.
The sculpted seats are wonderfully supportive and have bags of adjustment, but the small rear
window and thick pillars mean your rear visibility is rather limited. Dynamique Tom Tom.
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Renault on This inspiring vehicle, a vector of emotions and a real favorite, foreshadows the first
model of a future generation of electric vehicles based on the entirely new modular CMF-EV
platform. With it, Renault continues its role as an innovator and creator of cars for living. It
proposes its vision of a future that can already be touched and that will be accessible to all.
Designed to stimulate emotion and arouse the heart, it blends soft, flowing shapes with very
fine, precise details, as shown on its front end. Sculpted, it comes alive with refined optics and
a new light signature that takes advantage of matrix LED technology. The Satin Grey bodywork
of the show car is topped with a roof that stands out with its unique gold colour hue. This
appears in gradation starting from the front windscreen pillar, giving an air of lightness and
floating movement. As for its dynamic hatchback features, they are inspired by several vehicle
shapes and made possible by the CMF-EV platform features. The large wheels, the significant
body height and the impression of robustness evoke the world of SUVs. While its compactness
and very short overhangs bring it closer to an urban hatchback. The roof drop and integrated
spoiler are also part of the attributes of a coupe body. Agility, dynamism, roominess and
comfort will be maximized, and many other benefits will be felt both behind the wheel and
onboard. In particular, the CMF-EV platform enables the installation of a new ultra-compact kW
equivalent of hp engine and batteries of different heights, including a new 60 kWh battery. A
new drivetrain built for the electric of tomorrow Read the article. Full pack Discover. All the
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